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First Step Towards the Revolution in the Market of Management Systems - Release of
TeamWox Trial Version

Kazan, Russia (ots/PRNewswire) -

Today MetaQuotes Software
Corp. released the trial version of the groupware system TeamWox.
(http://www.teamwox.com/en/demo/download/)

TeamWox belongs to the class of software that allows you to
organize the efficient teamwork within a company. Its revolutionary
innovations are simplicity and speed of installation. TeamWox
(http://www.teamwox.com/en) is different to other products; it is
easily installed and doesn't have a lengthy configuration time.
Moreover, there is no need to use expensive system integrators.

"Easy" and "quick" were two key words used when the TeamWox
product was designed. On the basis of this, MetaQuotes Software Corp.
has created an excellent and effective tool for managing business
processes.

Never before have the systems of enterprise management been so
accessible and so clear: many problems that seemed to be part of any
automation will disappear. TeamWox makes difficulties in
installation, lengthy implementation and costly operations things of
the past.

The benefits to the business of TeamWox are obvious. The
necessity of a lengthy installation and longer implementation
disappear, as this powerful tool for managing the company is quickly
and easily installed without any extra expense. In this regard,
TeamWox works similarly to the familiar Microsoft Office package -
you install it and you can start working with it immediately.
According to the developers, TeamWox will become a de-facto standard
in the sphere of business automation processes for small and
medium-sized business.

Public availability of the software is only the first step of
MetaQuotes Software Corp.'s project The company plans to launch a
fundamentally new product - an enterprise management system that
doesn't need to be implemented. The trial software was released with
a view to demonstrate the advantages of TeamWox.

More info on: http://www.teamwox.com/en/

About the Company

MetaQuotes Software Corp. began its work in 2000 as a developer
of B2B software. Today the company has established itself as a
leading choice at the market of software for organization of
brokerage servicing in financial markets across the globe (MetaTrader
trademark). Since 2005, MetaQuotes Software has been working on the
development of the enterprise management systems.
http://www.metaquotes.net
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